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40 ‘ CHULLAHS’ DAMAGED IN JAGANNATH TEMPLE
Relevant for: Current Affairs | Topic: Current Affairs

Miscreants damaged nearly 40 chullahs (earthen hearths) in the Rosha Sala , the holy kitchen,
of 12th century Shree Jagannath Temple, Puri.
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The kitchen — an important structure of the temple which is regarded as the biggest of any
shrine in the country — is prohibited for outsiders. However, someone had caused partial
damage to the earthen hearths on Saturday night.
Inquiry ordered
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“A joint inquiry has been ordered to look into the incident. We are examining footages of closedcircuit television cameras to ascertain involvement of one or more persons. Strict action will be
taken against the culprits,” Puri District Collector Samarth Verma said over phone on Sunday.
He said, “The daily rituals have, however, not been affected due to partial damage to the
chullahs .”

IA

Jagannath Temple’s massive kitchen room has 240 chullahs . More than 500 sevayats who are
suara (cooks) and mahasuara are involved in the preparation of 56 types of food, including
different varieties of rice, cake and sweets. These are offered to deities — Jagannath,
Balabhadra and Subhadra.
It is alleged that rivalry between two groups led to the incident.
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GERMANY SHUTS DOWN RUSSIAN DARKNET
MARKETPLACE HYDRA
Relevant for: Current Affairs | Topic: Current Affairs
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German police said on Tuesday they have taken down Russian-language illegal darknet
marketplace Hydra, the largest such network in the world, and seized bitcoins worth €23 million
($25 million).
Founded in 2015, Hydra sold illegal drugs, stolen credit card data, counterfeit currency and fake
identity documents, masking the identities of those involved using the Tor encryption network.
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The marketplace had around 17 million customer accounts and over 19,000 vendor accounts,
according to the BKA federal police.
“The Hydra market was probably the illegal marketplace with the highest turnover worldwide”
with sales amounting to at least €1.23 billion in 2020 alone, it said in a statement.
Investigators have taken control of Hydra’s servers in Germany and the marketplace has been
“shut down”, the BKA said. Suspects are being investigated for “operating criminal trading
platforms on the Internet on a commercial basis”, it said.
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SC SEEKS GOVT. REPLY ON PLEA ON POWS
Relevant for: Current Affairs | Topic: Current Affairs

The Supreme Court on Wednesday sought the government’s response to a plea made by a
woman whose husband, like many other Army personnel, has been a prisoner in Pakistan since
the 1971 war.
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A Bench gave the Centre three weeks to reply to Jasbir Kaur, who argued that, like everyone,
these prisoners of war (POWs) too have their fundamental right to life and dignity.
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Ms. Kaur, who is the wife of Major Kanwaljit Singh, said the government should have ideally
gone to the International Court of Justice to secure the prisoners’ release from the “torturous
custody of Pakistan in violation of the Geneva Convention for Treatment of Prisoners of War”.
The plea also sought a direction to the Centre to produce the court of inquiry proceedings, if held
under the mandatory provisions of Army Rules, into the circumstances leading to the capture,
torture and murder of Captain Saurabh Kalia by Pakistan during the Kargil war.
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IRIDIUM PHONES, THERMAL IMAGERS DETECTED
Relevant for: Current Affairs | Topic: Current Affairs

Fifteen signatures of Iridium satellite phones, used by the U.S.-led allied forces in Afghanistan,
and Wi-Fi-enabled thermal imagery devices that help terrorists to escape security cordons have
been found in the militancy-hit Kashmir Valley, officials said here on Sunday.
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They said some of the signatures of Iridium satellite phones have been found in cyberspace
since February.
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It started from north Kashmir and now there have been some spots in parts of south Kashmir as
well, they said. These satellite phones could be part of the consignment dumped by the allied
forces while leaving Afghanistan or may have been snatched by the Taliban or terrorists fighting
there, the officials said.
Bodies such as the National Technical Research Organisation (NTRO) and the Defence
Intelligence Agencies (DIA) have been tasked with finding and giving out real-time information
about the presence of these satellite phones in the Kashmir Valley, they said.
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In the aftermath of the 2008 Mumbai terror attacks, the Directorate General of Shipping (DGS)
first restricted the use of Iridium and Thuraya satellite phones and infrastructure, and in 2012
completely banned them the under the provisions of the Indian Telegraph Act.
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Passengers importing satellite telephone as baggage are required to declare them to the
Customs on arrival at immigration and customs checkpoints. Also, the satellite phone declared
by Customs can be allowed clearance subject to production of permission for use from the
Department of Telecommunications. The officials said that signatures of thermal imaging
devices which can be connected to Wi-Fi have also been found from some of the encounter
sites. This device may possibly have found its way into Kashmir from Afghanistan.
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ETHNIC GROUP SLAMS BID TO NOTIFY THEM AS
INDIGENOUS ASSAMESE MUSLIMS
Relevant for: Current Affairs | Topic: Current Affairs
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A mostly Muslim ethnic group has slammed the BJP-led Assam government’s decision to notify
Assamese Muslims as a distinct indigenous community. The move, based on the
recommendations of a panel that the State government set up in July 2021, seeks to identify a
section of the Assamese by their religion and not by their ethnicity, the Sadou Asom Goria Jatiya
Parishad (SAGJP) said on Wednesday. These communities have been classified according to
those Muslims, who have either settled down in Assam or converted from other communities
since the 13th century.
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